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There are too many of them in the parks, on the streets and in the 
yards.  The term “too many” is more a reference to the vulnerability of a 
landscape to one biotic causal agent moving in and sweeping out an 
unacceptably high percentage of the overall tree population.
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Looking down the length of two city blocks in this community, only one tree is 
not a green ash.  When emerald ash borer visits this community, unless this 
neighborhood aggressively controls the borer, almost all shade in this 
neighborhood will be lost.
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In 2010, the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources published the 
results of their rapid assessments of the urban forests for every community 
in the state.  These assessments included boulevard, ROW and front-yard 
trees.  Note that maples, spruce, ash and crabapples made up more than 
60% of all urban landscapes in Minnesota.   Biotic causal agents tend to be 
a problem on specific genera, like oak wilt, emerald ash borer and Dutch elm 
disease..
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Evergreen trees tend to dominate parks, commercial and residential 
landscapes more so than boulevards or areas where sight-lines are issues.
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So, what would be some species that would genetically diversify 
Minnesota urban forests?
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Katsura tree in summer and autumn foliage, typical form from young tree to 
mature tree.
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Amur maackia showing unique bark color and texture. 
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It just hasn’t been performing well, either lately or for a long time 
(RUSI-challenged).
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What are some site-tolerant trees?
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Turkish filbert – Corylus colurna

Adaptable, medium-sized tree. Good alternative to littleleaf linden and/or 
Boulevard American linden
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Hardy rubbertree – Eucommia ulmoides

Reslient small tree from China

Dr. John Ball’s “5% Solution”
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Good grief, they take a lot of maintenance!
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Autumn blaze = high maintenance
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Okay, what are some lower-maintenance trees?
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Showy Mountain-ash (left) Jefferson American elm (right)
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I don’t know, they don’t seem to be very climate-resilient, especially 
ice and wind-loading events.

Littleleaf linden = #1 tree in boulevard failures (SGRs)
American linden = #2 for trunk failure at points of decay
Tilia genus = most likely to fail due to root damage due to sidewalk 
repair

Hackberry = #1 for trunk failure at points of decay (80% of trunk 
failures for 11 years)
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What are the worst? What are the best?
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St. Croix elm (left), Prairie Expedition (right)
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Regal Prince oak, Catalpa, Regal Prince foliage (close-up)
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Black maple
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They’re always sick and likely to get sicker.
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Spider Mite leaf bronzing
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Austrian pine tip blight
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Those that are less vulnerable.
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Osage seedling (UMN) and hedge balls (from IA)
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Baldcypress foliage (left) and MPRB Heritage Tree (right) on Upton Ave. N in 
Minneapolis
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Skyfest Cottonwood (left) Sterling Silver Linden (right)
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They’re mighty invasive or aggressive.
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Female Corktree
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Ussurian Pear Fruit
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Northern Acclaim Honeylocust
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The Larch
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Merrill Magnolia
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They’re tough on infrastructure, especially sidewalks
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Silver maple in Saint Paul.  The trunk diameter at ground line was greater 
than 13 feet.
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American elm lifting sidewalk.
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Better trees for boulevard situations with a variety of widths.
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European Black Alder (right and center are Lake Nokomis)

Showing pyramidal form, foliage and fruit/seed
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Catalpa in Dean Park (left) and Payne-Phalen Brownfield (right)
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They’re way too messy.
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Tidy Trees
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Northern Acclaim honeylocust (left) and Prairie Dream paper birch (right0
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Acer triflorum, small to medium-sized tree that does particularly well in shady 
sites.  Very cold hardy, small samaras.
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